
Designed to be lightweight and compact enough to be easily handled
by one person. Drafts well below water surface without picking up
muck and trash. Shallow water whirlpooling is eliminated by a unique
radius hole pattern that allows for maximum flow. Float can be quickly
removed to be used as a standard barrel strainer. Constructed of 
aluminum alloy and is red anodized for complete corrosion protection. 
NST threads standard. Prices on request for other threads. Ship. wt. 25 lbs.

Foot Valve Barrel Strainer
Opens and closes automatically when you start and stop drafting water. 
Allows full flow for capacity but when you stop pumping it closes instantly and
keeps the pump primed by preventing water from flowing out. Complete with
eyebolt for rope. Made of coated aluminum. NST threads.
Prices on request for other threads. Ship. wt. 28 lbs.

Barrel Strainers
Your choice of aluminum or heavy-gauge steel for hard service. Bottom and
bronze inlet are welded into one unit. Cylindrical holes provide a greater area
of entrance for the water and allow full capacity pumping. NST threads 
standard. Prices on request for other threads. Ship. wt. 7 lbs.

21/2" 3" 4" 41/2" 5" 6"
AM106 $93.95 $99.95 $137.95 $152.95 $160.95 $171.95

21/2" 3" 4" 41/2" 5" 6"
AM107 $67.95 $73.95 $87.95 $104.95 $113.95 $124.95

Aluminum Strainer

Portable, Compact, Lightweight Design

Floating Strainer

Ask about cost for other sizes available 

Strainer

Float

Low Level Strainer with Jet Siphon

21/2" and 3" are not manufactured with a jet siphon
Call for pricing on Storz and cam lock fittings.

21/2" 4" 41/2" 5" 6"
AS228 $133.95 $133.95 $144.95 $146.95 $149.95

Power Jet Siphon
Ideal for departments that rely on portable tanks for water supply. Maximizes 
the flow of water through the suction hose using a venturi action. Made of 
lightweight, long-lasting aluminum construction. 11/2" female assist x 21/2" thru 
6" discharge. Ship. wt. 25 lbs.

Steel Strainer 21/2"
AM108 $38.95

This compact unit can be used as both a water transfer device as well as a
low level strainer. Features lightweight 6061-T6 aluminum construction
with red powder coat finish for long life. Will draft in as little as 3" of water
without whirlpooling. Pivoting neck enables base to stay flat on the tank 
bottom. Comes standard with internal screen (all sizes) and jet siphon 
(4"-6"). Call for pricing on optional Cam Lock or Storz fittings. 
Ship. wt. 25 lbs.

Cat# Description Overall Measurements Price
AA84201 21/2" Floating Strainer 7"H x 12"W x 201/2"L $235.95
AA84202 3" Floating Strainer 7"H x 12"W x 201/2"L $285.95
AA84203 4" Floating Strainer 91/2"H x 16"W x 26"L $473.95
AA84204 41/2" Floating Strainer 93/4"H x 16"W x 26"L $607.95
AA84205 5" Floating Strainer 10"H x 16"W x 26"L $620.95
AA84206 6" Floating Strainer 103/4"H x 16"W x 26"L $675.95

21/2" 3" 4" 41/2" 5" 6"
AS227 $294.95 $317.95 $340.95 $346.95 $379.95 $463.95

More products like this
Hose (p12 -26 )

Steel strainer

Aluminum strainers
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